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ABSTRACT

Title of research paper:

Degree:

Research on integrated logistics in mining company

Master of Science in International Transport and Logistics

Because of the economic crisis in 2008, both mining market and shipping market are
fallen into decline. In this situation, no matter mining companies or shipping
companies are want to find a measure to help them get out of the trouble and get
more profits. However, in this decline, some companies still keep a rapid increasing.
Shenhua Group is one of these companies, and the core strategy of the Shenhua is
the integrated logistics strategy.

This dissertation will research on integrated logistics strategy. Through theoretical
analysis and case analysis to discuss what competitive advantage can be brought by
integrated logistics strategy. And I will use a prediction model to verify this strategy
can bring competitive advantage to mining company.

However, while using this strategy, several problems must be noticed. So, in the end,
I will discuss these problems.

Key Words:

Logistics, integrated logistics, Shenhua Group
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VIII

Chapter One: Introduce
1.1 Research background

Logistics comes from the late 19th century. It is generally considered to have
originated in the military's need. In a war, army needs to supply weapons,
ammunition, and rations from a base to the forward position. This materials’
movement can be seen a kind of logistics.

In the Oxford Advanced English Dictionary, logistics defined as "organization of
supplies and services."

And, in the Webster’s English Dictionary, logistics defined as "the science of the
organization, transport and supply of military forces; the planning and organization of
any complex activity."

In modern commercial, logistics is generally defined as the management of the flow
of resources between the point of origin and the point of destination in order to meet
some requirements, for example, of customers or corporations. The resources
managed in logistics can include physical items, such as food, materials, equipment,
liquids, and staff, as well as abstract items, such as information, particles, and energy.
The logistics of physical items usually involves the integration of information flow,
1

material handling, production, packaging, inventory, transportation, warehousing,
and often security. The complexity of logistics can be modeled, analyzed, visualized,
and optimized by dedicated simulation software. The minimization of the use of
resources and time are common motives.

With the continuous development of logistics industry, searching for more efficient
logistics chain and more high-quality customer service become the main direction of
the development of the logistics. During this period of time, a new kind of logistics
concept began to come out. This concept is logistics integration. Logistics integration
means that through better commercial operation and strategic cooperation to reduce
the cost of the whole logistics process and improve logistics operation efficiency. For
example, FedEx Corp. and UPS Corp., they have their own warehouse,
transportation facilities and the unified enterprise plan arrangement. Thus, they can
use these advantages to provide high efficiency, low cost and high quality logistics
services to distributors and consumers, suppliers and manufacturers. However,
along with the economic growth, and because the low market access threshold, more
and more enterprises have joined the logistics industry. These enterprises contain a
part of the cargo owner enterprise. Many powerful cargo owners want to improve
their competitive advantage by using vertical logistics integration. The integrated
logistics is an important part in vertical logistics integration.

The integrated logistics, for the cargo owner, customer and consumers of production
materials is good. But for some professional logistics service provider, cargo owner
doing integrated logistics strategy will bring them more market competitive pressure,
and directly affect their performance of enterprises. In addition, there are many
problems in the operating process of this strategy, these problems need to attention.
2

This article will discuss these problems in article Five.

1.2 Research Purpose

The main goal of this dissertation is to discuss integrated logistics strategy, and
analyze what competitive advantage the mining companies will be achieved by doing
this strategy.

1.3 Research Method

In this dissertation, author will analyzes the competitive advantage for the company
that brought by this strategy. Further, author will put forward some problems which
will appear in the integrated logistics operation process, and give some proposals
about these problems. Besides, the author will give some proposals for the
enterprises that sustain to the pressure of competition caused by mining enterprise
doing integrated logistics.

Furthermore, the author will introduce the cases of Shenhua Group. And author will
deeply analyze the integrated logistics how to bring the competitive advantage for
this enterprise. And author will design a case that based on Shenhua Group strategy.
Following, author will use prediction model to test whether the new integrated
logistics is useful to increase the revenue of Shenhua Group.

1.4 Literature Review
3

1.4.1

Recent research of integrated logistics management in mining

enterprise

Both scientists in China and abroad have done quite a lot of research on integrated
logistics management. And there are also some researches on integrated logistics
management in mining enterprise. Because I will choose Shenhua Group as the
main analysis object of mining enterprise, so I just collect the research paper about
Shenhua Group.

First, research on basic theory of modern logistics is abundant. In On Traditional M. F
and Modern M. F (2004) we can see, traditional logistics service provider just furnish
only transport service. However, following economic developing, goods amount and
logistics service provider amount all rapidly increased, so logistics must change.
Then, modern logistics has come out which integrated transportation service,
warehousing service and information technology management service. In Emerging
Logistics Strategies: Blueprints for the Next Century (1994), aim at “reduce inventory
strategy” is a good thought in logistics, we can use information technology to control
the inventory and transport planning to do just-in-time logistics, every logistics
department quick response and efficient consumer response.

Second, there are some research is about logistics integration. Such as The
Comparison and Apocalypse of Logistics Development among USA, Japan and
Europe (2005), we can see that to realize the optimal logistics system, we need
integrate the transportation, storage, handling, packaging, distribution processing
and information management, and other logistics basic activities. Further, we need to
make overall plans and coordinate for the flow of materials in the supply chain, and
4

we also need make reasonable planning and overall control for them. And in The
logistics mode in enterprise strategic alliance (2003), we can know enterprise
strategic alliance can make logistics integration. And in this way, either the large
companies or logistics service providers can gain more profits. For consumers, he
can enjoy more efficient logistics service and lower price commodity.

Third, for Shenhua Group logistics strategy case, we gain some research report, so
that we can do detailed analysis. Such as Shenhua group logistics and supply chain
management analysis (2007), this paper simply analyze the supply chain of Shenhua
Group, except the shipping part of Shenhua Group. Besides, Case Study on the
Industrial Organization Integration Model of Shenhua Group’s Development (2008),
this paper use the production function to prove the logistics integration makes the
revenue of Shenhua Group substantially increasing.

1.4.2

Existing problems

However, problem and weakness still exist.

Quantities of research are carried out about modern logistics and logistics integration
which face to external joint，but not integrated logistics in one enterprise.

Such as Research on the Formation and Development Mechanism of Logistics
Cluster (2005), Research on Formation and Evolution Model of Modern Logistics
Clusters (2008), A Study on the Symbiotic Mechanism of Modern Logistics Industry
and Advanced Manufacturing (2010), The Comparison and Apocalypse of Logistics
Development among USA, Japan and Europe (2005), Logistics and Sustainable
5

Development (2004), and other paper are all talk about modern logistics and logistics
integration in whole market. But some concepts and theories in these papers are
very useful to help me analyze the new logistics integration.

Shenhua Group developed own shipping business and these articles do not
mentioned this.

Such as Case Study on the Industrial Organization Integration Model of Shenhua
Group’s Development (2008), this paper published in 2008, and Shenhua Group
developed own shipping company in 2010. And, this shipping company makes all
part of business of Shenhua Group become an integrated logistics chain. So, I think
this shipping company is the core of the logistics integration strategy of Shenhua
Group. Then, I will imitate the production function in this paper to make a new
production function model in my dissertation. Besides, Shenhua group logistics and
supply chain management analysis (2007), this paper analyze the logistics chain of
Shenhua Group except the shipping part, because this paper finished before
shipping part of Shenhua Group established. So, this analysis is not complete.

Because major of research papers not focus on integrated logistics management, so
they are all not do research on the problems which need to pay attention in the
integrated logistics management.

Integrated logistics management can be seen as a kind of business strategy of
enterprise. So, the problems need pay attention in the integrated logistics
management can be seen as the problems need to pay attention in enterprise
operating. Then, these new problems cannot be considered only in logistics, but also
6

should be considered in enterprise operating. However, nearly all of these research
papers are only focus on logistics process, but not consider on enterprise operating.
Thus, nearly all of they are not research on the core problems of integrated logistics
management.

In a word, major of researches are focusing on the pure logistics, but not considering
on the enterprise operating. So they are just talk about modern logistics and common
logistics integration. And there still need do more research on new logistics
integration theory - integrated logistics management.
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Chapter

two:

The

characteristics

of

integrated logistics
2.1 Integrated logistics management

Before the appearance of the concept of integrated logistics, enterprise’s logistics
activities were scattered in various functional departments. Such as, purchasing
department is only responsible for procurement logistics, and sales logistics is only
responsible for sales part.

In the 1970s, in order to get more benefits, integrated logistics concept began to
emerge in some enterprises. This primal logistics integration is the logistics
integration which more focuses on internal. Its goal just is that improve the operation
and coordination between various functional departments of the enterprise. For
example, many European or American countries set up logistics subsidiaries and
logistics service departments. These logistics subsidiaries and logistics service
departments just responsible for the management and control purchasing, materials
management, manufacturing, assembly, warehousing, distribution and other aspects
of logistics activities which in production and operation process. In this way, the
enterprise can achieve the unified operation and management about procurement
logistics, production logistics and distribution logistics. But the evils of this original
8

logistics integration are that companies are not only need spending some money for
its own operating business, but also need spending some money for logistics
equipment and logistics work.

Gradually, vertical logistics integration is no longer enclosed in the enterprise, but
begins to seek external joint. In order to get more profits, many companies no longer
doing the logistics work by themselves. They find some professional logistics service
providers to deal with their logistics works. These logistics works as important parts
of the entire logistics chain which linked all logistics nodes together. And these
logistics works include raw materials procurement logistics, distribution logistics
between upstream manufacturers and downstream distributors, and delivery logistics
to customers. Professional logistics service providers can provide unified operation
and management to these logistics work. In this way, companies can reduce their
logistics costs of the supply chain, and achieve a rapid response to customers,
improve service levels and competitiveness of enterprises. But this logistics
integration also has many drawbacks. As professional logistics service provider is to
provide logistics services for the entire market, so sometimes the logistics service
does not fully meet the needs of enterprises.

In the 1980s, a kind of improved vertical logistics integration appeared in market. In
order to make the logistics services more suited to their needs, some companies
began to separate their logistics management departments from the company, and
establish subsidiaries that have independent legal personality. And these sub
companies will implement market-oriented, professional operation. Set up a logistics
subsidiary, the company can enjoy a more suitable logistics services, and logistics
subsidiary can make the parent company’s money more focus on their core business,
9

and make the capital of logistics activities complete independently. However, due to
funding limitations, and information transmission speed demand and other factors,
this kind of vertically integrated logistics also shows a lot of shortcomings.

In the 1990s, as improvements of this strategy, market seek external joint again. In
order to reduce capital investment and establish stable relationship, companies
began looking for some enterprises that have long-term contracts with them,
co-invest a logistics subsidiary that controlled by two company. And this subsidiary is
just responsible for handling the long-term logistics activities between the two
enterprises. Furthermore, a number of logistics companies also began to seek
cooperation with enterprises. They want to co-invest logistics subsidiary that just
focus the enterprise’s logistics activities. Under the enterprise’s and logistics
company’s management, the logistics subsidiary both can provide more professional
logistics services to enterprise, but also can provide more appropriate logistics
services based on the understanding of the enterprise goods.

But the logistics integration model also has disadvantages. Due to market
fluctuations, volume and capacity is often not in equilibrium in real shipping activity.
So, freight, particularly bulk freight, often has a greater degree of change. This is also
reflected in the change of the BDI index. Therefore, when the logistics subsidiary is
controlled by the enterprise and shipping companies, these two parent companies
will are frequently in disagreement with the freight of logistics services. This situation
will affect the benefit of the enterprises.

With the developing of network technology, information management and information
control are become more and more easily for enterprises. In this background, for
10

some enterprises that have enough capital, using vertical logistics integration
strategy to build a logistics chain that can achieve full control, will bring more
competitive advantage to them. This vertical logistics integration that can be
completely controlled is the integrated logistics. The integrated logistics is take
logistics section in enterprise, and makes it parallel with the original sales or
production department, form a collectivization system in enterprise. Then, use the
complete and efficient information management system to manage the entire
logistics chain working. In this mode, the funds of logistics department need not be
provided by other department of enterprise. In opposite, logistics department as a
separate subsidiary will has own funds for logistics operations. And, as part of the
enterprise group, the logistics subsidiary will constitute the logistics chain with the
core business departments of enterprise, and cooperate to achieve enterprise’s
strategic objectives, reducing capital flight, increase profits jointly. This dissertation
wills focus on the using of this integrated logistics in mining company, and how
competitive advantage it will take to the mining company.

The integrated logistics has three characteristics. They are logistics process is
collectivized, has an integrated logistics chain, and has excellent information
management system. Next, I will discuss the concept of these three characteristics.

2.2 Collectivized logistics process

Collectivized logistics process, means using the logistics activities that under the
overall control, make the different functional departments of enterprise joint together,
form a group. In this situation, logistics is a part of group, but not separated away
11

from enterprise business operation. Actually, enterprise funds will be scattered in
different functional departments. But with using of a good group strategic thinking
and complete information management system, group's logistics activities can be the
connecting line, make the different functional departments work together. Then
operator activities will be more efficient, and customers will enjoy better service.
Furthermore, enterprise can increase competitive advantage and get more profits.

Compared to the logistics integration model of 1970s and 1980s, in this mode, the
logistics is no longer set in the position that providing service to enterprise business,
but providing service to enterprise’s strategy with other departments of enterprise. If
there is a unified strategic planning in group, the difference of development idea will
not occur between the subsidiaries. The difference of development idea may lead to
the unbalanced development appeared between departments in the enterprise
development process. And this unbalance will lead to enterprise operation efficiency
is limited, then affecting the enterprise’s overall development.

Compared to the 1990s, in the integrated logistics strategy, the logistics subsidiary
provides service under only one company’s strategy. This making its development
and other departments’ development can form a more complete development system.
In this way, logistics subsidiary’s operation principle will not have severance with
other departments of enterprise, because of that there just one parent company it
should serve and their just one strategic thinking it will consider.

Because it can use strategic to guide the development of each subsidiary, so the
companies are no longer gained market by selling products, but to win market
through providing more efficient and convenient services to customers with the
12

logistics chain strategy. Therefore, in order to increase profits, company should
improve the operating efficiency of the logistics chain. And if company wants to let
the group work more efficiently, it needs to create a complete and appropriate group
strategy. Moreover, in this integrated logistics strategy, each business functions
department are required to obey group strategy, and to develop their own
development strategies in accordance with the group's logistics chain strategy. The
logistics subsidiary, as the core of logistics integration, requires high degree
obedience for group strategy. And it need formulate development plans under
actively cooperate with other business functions departments.

2.3 The integration of logistics chain

Integrated logistics strategy mainly reflected in forming a complete logistics chain. In
the logistics chain, every business functions subsidiary is the node of chain, while the
logistics activities which provided by logistics subsidiary are cables. These cables
connect every node and let them to form a complete logistics chain. So, in the whole
system, operation part and logistics part supplement each other. If the operation
part’s running is not good, even the logistics doing perfectly, the chain will still be
interrupted. Relatively, if the logistics doing not good, even enterprise have a strong
operational segment, logistics chain also will still lose its efficient. In this way, entire
group’s efficiency will be affected.

Integrated logistics chain is the logistics system that formed by all the logistics chain
nodes and the logistics connecting lines, through the group's strategic guidance and
the supporting of modern information technology and information management
13

system, which service to provide efficient logistics. Integrated Logistics chain is the
essential factor of integrated logistics strategy. Therefore, if enterprise wants to use
the integrated logistics strategy, it needs to construct integrated logistics chain
according to its own development strategies and market demand.

In practice, the carrying capacity of railway is much smaller than the water, and the
cost of rail transport is much higher than water. In addition, although rail transport is
faster, rail road resources is limited, so railway transport cannot be so free like
shipping. So, for some mining companies in landlocked countries, if only involve
small quantities and short distance inland transportation, they can use dedicated
railway lines to construct an integrated logistics chain. However, for the majority of
mining companies, in order to construct an integrated logistics chain, they need to
create separate shipping subsidiaries. And, if the mining companies have the
strength to build their own bulk handling port, even if just to obtain the controlling
stake of the port, then they can further enhance their competitive advantages and
enterprise profits, this upgrade is not just reduced port expenses. Specific
competitive advantage will be discussed in detail below.

2.4 Information management system in integrated logistics

2.4.1

Information management system

For the integrated logistics strategy, the key that make logistics chain integrated
closely is to use the Internet and database technology to establish a complete
information management system. In integrated logistics strategy, a complete
14

information management system has to manage control four types of information.

a)

Basic business data

Such as accounting information and human resource information are basic business
data. Enterprise basic data information is the basis of entire enterprise information.
Accounting information is conducive to count the amount of fund of Group, especially
with the money for invest and the funds for operations.

When knowing the amount of the invest money, company can plan to invest in
creating a more comprehensive logistics chain, or use to reinforce business sector
which the operational capacity is relatively weak. For the enterprise who using
logistics integration strategy, its maximum production capacity is the maximum
production capacity of the weakest business sector of it. So reinforcing the weak
department is very helpful to the enterprise to improve profits.

When knowing the amount of available operating funds, the Group can develop
operational plans and development strategies based on the amount of funding.

In addition, human resources information is beneficial for personnel management,
enhance Group’s discipline, as well as to keep abreast of the needs of employees, to
create a good working environment, and improve staff efficiency. Company can also
use HR information to find business talents. This is very helpful for the future
development of enterprises.

b)

Plan information
15

Plan information needs every business subsidiary provides their short-term business
plan, such as production plan, financial planning, procurement plans. And, every
section requires to be provided reports to appropriate department in accordance with
the different levels of management. Then these plan reports will be gathered in the
information system. Finally, the enterprise wills adjust various departments’ plans,
and fed new plans back to the every business sector. Plan information is good for
Group allocates its resources and balances the product capacity of every business
subsidiary. Plan information also can let company give logistics plan to logistics
subsidiaries according to production and sales plans, so that the logistics efficiency
will be maximize, and company can reduce costs and unnecessary expenses, then
increase corporate profits.

c)

Planning and control information

Planning and control information including plan completed progress of each
subsidiary. This information requires company collect planning performance
information timely, according to the data provided by each business subsidiary. Then
enterprise will compare the differences between original plan and plan’s
implementation, and analyze the reasons for the differences. This wills help to
increase enterprise’s ability of response, and the ability to control the operator. So,
planning and control information can help enterprise deal with the problem in a timely
manner, then ensure the logistics chain keeping in normal operation, so that reduce
unnecessary losses.

d)

Logistics information

16

Logistics information include raw materials information, the product flow and storage
conditions. Corporate management can formulate and adjust all business
departments’ operating plan in advance, according to this information,. And,
corporate management also can base on this information, strengthen the tightness of
the logistics chain, and enhance operational efficiency of logistics chain, so that
reduce warehousing costs and increase profits. In addition, provide products’
logistics situation to customers timely and accurately, can make customers to enjoy
better services, increase customer loyalty and win the reputation, then developed
market.

2.4.2

Logistics information management system

Among the above four kinds of information, logistics information is the core
information, because the purpose of established logistics information management
system is mastering and optimizing the whole logistics process, and logistics
activities is the embodiment of company operating. Furthermore, logistics information
is visible form of the running of logistics chain. If company wants to control the
logistics chain, it must base on the analysis of logistics information. Therefore, the
quality of logistics information system determines the quality of the entire information
system. But among these four types of information, achieving logistics information is
the most difficult. Compare to the simple digital data and information reports of basic
information, written report of plan information and planning and control information,
logistics information is changing at every moment, because the goods is keeping
flowing in the logistics chain. Therefore, to get the logistics information need for the
support of information technology. Using new technologies obtain logistics
information timely, is the most important differences between integrated logistics
17

strategy and traditional vertical logistics integration.

Nowadays, the main way to get the logistics information is using electronic logistics
mode. This mode requires two kinds of information technology. The one is electronic
data interchange technology, which is called EDI. And the other is barcode
technology. Barcode technology is the auxiliary technology to run EDI systems, and
also an important technical condition of modern management. Next, I will describe
the way of electronic logistics collecting logistics information, and the purposes of
using electronic logistics.

In electronic logistics, the method of collect logistics information mainly divided into
three steps:

a)

Use barcode technology. Through one-dimensional or two-dimensional code
give each batch of materials with an independently coded. This way is helpful to
identify different batches of materials in logistics process.

b)

Using EDI system input each batch of materials’ information and bar coding into
the computer, and sent them to the main system.

c)

Set of personnel and equipment to scan the bar code on each material logistics
chain node, scan the barcodes of materials. After obtaining the code information,
the device will uploaded the information to logistics information system
automatically. Then, the master system will handle the material position
information according to the scanning position and the code.

18

There are five purposes of using the electronic logistics:

a)

Can tracking the material’s flow information and basic information.

b)

If the material is lost, company can know it in a timely manner in the logistics
chain operations process

c)

If the market trade in a large range and company has a number of sales
subsidiaries, using the electronic logistics can prevent the sales ranges overlap.

d)

Can improve the quality of customer service

e)

If some materials have problems, company can find the logistics situation of the
same batch of material timely by using the system. It is good for monitor the
quality of materials

Although electronic logistics mode can collect logistics information easily, it still has
some problems. For example, if the enterprise is not a producer of raw materials but
is a manufacturer or a processing enterprise, in order to operate the logistics chain, it
needs to collect the raw material logistics information. Then it must encode the raw
material at provider’s factory. But many raw materials do not provide encoding
services, so the enterprise requires encoding the raw materials themselves at
provider’s factory, which will greatly increase the cost. Besides, some raw materials
suppliers have their own logistics information system, and they just provide to
enterprise with their own logistics information. In this situation, due to the inconsistent
system, enterprise’s logistics chain monitoring will lack integrity.
19

In addition, to manage and control logistics chain need to continuously monitor and
manage all aspects of logistics process, and can know the status information of items
at every moment. And these information should feedback to the enterprise manage
department timely and accurate. However, electronic logistics cannot do that
completely. Because using bar code can only monitor the material flow process, and
company only can monitor these materials while them are scanned at the entrance of
each node of the logistics chain. Once materials are put into the warehouse and
logistics tools, company will lose track of individual material. Moreover, barcode
information can only show basic information of materials, if a material is damaged in
the logistics process and was not showed from the packaging (such as container’s
wet damage), it will affect the normal operation of the following logistics chain node.
Therefore, in order to cover the weakness of e-logistics, there is a new logistics
information access mode put forward, called intelligent logistics.

Intelligent logistics concept, is no longer using a fixed identity or code scanning
method to obtain logistics information, but use the information generating device
(such as radio frequency identification devices, sensors, and global positioning
systems, etc.) to form Internet of Things, feed the logistics information back to the
main system automatically and at all time in logistics processing.

Intelligent logistics can make logistics information more accurate, and can get
real-time status of materials. Using this concept to collecte logistics information,
companies can control the operation of the logistics chain more precisely, which will
minimize the costs and unnecessary expenditure.

20

Chapter Three: The competitive advantage
of

mining

enterprises

in

integrated

logistics strategy
The previous chapter introduced the three kinds of features of the integrated logistics
strategy, then this chapter I will analyze what competitive advantage can be bring by
these three characteristics.

3.1 The competitive advantage from collectivized logistics process

Make all business nodes and logistics nodes of logistics chain to become
subsidiaries, and collect these subsidiaries to make up a Group. And every
subsidiary should obey the management of Group’s leader department. This
situation is called collectivized logistics process. I think that collectivized logistics
process can bring competitive advantage to mining companies from three situation.

3.1.1

Improving logistics efficiency

For present mining companies, customer demand is no longer just product quality. In
the middle of last century, as the different mining levels, the qualities of minerals are
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very different. But the current level of mining technology have been more and more
similar in every region, although regional factors will affect mineral quality, but the
quality differences of same kind and same standard mineral are not very large.
Therefore, customers began to pay more attention to product transporting speed,
quality of service and other additional requirements of products. Therefore, reducing
the products operating process time and improving logistics service quality has
becoming the major way that mining enterprises to improve their competitive
advantage.

The products operating process time is not the mining time of minerals, but is the
time from the point of customer ordering mineral to the point of minerals pass to
logistics chain to customer storage. The products operating process time including
the planned consumption time, production preparation time, logistics preparation
time, and total logistics time. In detail, the products operating process time is begin at
marketing department receipt of customer orders. Through the information exchange
between marketing department and production department, the production sector
design production planning. When production finished, minerals will begins to load
on trains or trucks (some precious minerals will using container trucks transport).
When trains or trucks arrive at the port, minerals will be stacked in yard. And when
the ship arrives at the port, minerals will be load on ship. After the ship arriving at the
destination port and discharge, then the products operating process time will end
when customer receipting cargo. The products operating process time is an
important standard to measure the efficiency of entire logistics chain.

This process may seem simple, but it contains a lot of information exchanges
between the logistics chain nodes. For example, the exchanges of production orders
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between sales department and production department, the exchanges of transport
plan between production sector and land transport sector, the exchanges of cargo
unloading and stacking plan between land transport sector and ports, the exchanges
of ship entry plan and loading plan between port and shipping sector, the exchanges
of discharge planning between shipping departments and discharge ports. These
exchanges’ speed and response time will directly affect the length of the products
operating process time. Moreover, due to the science and technology becoming
more balance, the production time of mining companies and the shipping time of
shipping companies have not too much difference. Therefore, reducing the
communication time and response time between every logistics chain nodes become
the core strategic objectives of mining enterprises.

In the Collectivized logistics process mode, the long-term plans of every logistics nodes
will be gathered to Group manager sector, then Group manager sector can design
integrated plan in advance and fed back to every business subsidiary. This way can
reduce the communication time and the response time between logistics chain nodes.
And designing integrated plan to control the logistics chain is good for reducing the
unbalance and conflict between every business subsidiary. For real-time trading plan,
information transfer can be done in the company's information management system.
This way can reduce communication time between logistics chain nodes. And when
sale subsidiary upload a piece of deal information to information management
system, not only the product subsidiary can arrange production planning in advance
according this information, but also logistics and ports and other subsidiaries can
doing arrangements in advance according this information. This way also can reduce
communication time between logistics chain nodes.
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But if the enterprise does not adopt Collectivized logistics process mode, that means it
has not logistics subsidiary or just have a logistics subsidiary which enterprise have
no controlling stake. Then the Group will not be able to collect logistics information
effectively, and cannot control the logistics chain effectively. This will impact on the
design and implementation of business plan. And in the operating process of logistics
chain, there will be more communication time and longer response time.

And in practice, we found that, for some enterprises who have long-term cooperation
with logistics service providers, there will be a relationship between them. This
relationship is between unity (Recognizing that in commercial relationships they need
for coordination and cooperation) and separation (strategic interests are inconsistent
or contradictory). And these two states have different characteristics.

The characteristics of unity are:
a)

Has a same target

b)

Has good information sharing

c)

Has a balanced coordination mechanism

d)

Decisions are relatively unified

e)

Has a common knowledge base

The characteristics of separation are:
a)

Lack of clear common goal

b)

Lack of information sharing

c)

Wages and bonus plans are inconsistent

d)

Make strategic decisions independently

e)

Just focus on own company’s benefit
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In these two states, unity can maximize the logistics efficiency, and the separation
will reduce the logistics efficiency. Therefore, in order to improve logistics efficiency,
we need to make the relationship more close to unity. But for corporate strategic
alliances, their relationship must stand between unity and separation, the best case
is just close to unity. So, if want to make the logistics efficiency to maximize, we need
to make the relationship in the state of unity. And the only way make the relationship
in the state of unity, is adopt the Collectivized logistics process, so that the logistics
chain will all belong to one Group leadership for management. Moreover, more
complete logistics chain the Group controls, the higher logistics efficiency it will has,
the greater competitive advantage it will achieves.

3.1.2

Reducing cost

Starting from the economic crisis of 2008 until today, the global demand for mineral
products growth rate is slow, even sometimes there will be a decline in demand. For
the mining companies, increasing the sales volume is getting harder and harder.
Therefore, reduce costs becomes very important when mining company seek the
strategic goals of increasing in gross profit.

In the above, there are many exchanges between the logistics chain nodes in mining
companies trading process. The response time of exchanges will directly affect the
length of the products operating process time. In logistics chain, the products
operating process time will affect storage time. And the longer storage means that
storage cost of per unit of product is higher. So, using collectivized logistics process
to reduce the products operating process time can directly reduce storage time of per
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unit of product. Then inventory efficiency will be improved, and demand of storage
area will be decreased. In this way, the company cans not only reduce inventory
costs, but also reduce the cost of purchase or lease for more storage area.

In practice, many mining companies ignore the logistics integration. This lead that a
large number of minerals being cumulated at mining area and yard of port. Strong
wind will cause the amount of the mineral which in open storage decreasing. In some
port, every year they will face to lose more than ten thousand tons coal because the
strong sea wind. However, the mining companies who adopt collectivized logistics
process, because of the high efficiency logistics chain, the storage of mineral is little.
Even some enterprises’ information management system can make trains or trucks
arriving at port when the ship is berthing. So, using collectivized logistics process can
reduce the loss costs caused by wind.

In addition, using complete information management systems, both ship handling
time and berthing time can be arranged in advance. So the time waiting for berth can
be shortened. The ships need not waiting goods in a long time. Even trains or trucks
can always arrived at port when ships entry the port. Lower waiting handling time and
lower waiting berth time means the ship have more time engaged in transportation
work. Then shipping subsidiary can use fewer or smaller vessels to handle same
amount cargo. So the construction costs of leasing costs of ships can be reduced.

For mining companies, warehousing costs, cargo loss costs are huge cost. If the
company has not the shipping subsidiary, it will have to hire ships from other shipping
companies to doing transport. In this way transportation costs must increase.
However, if mining companies using collectivized logistics process achieve the
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controlling stake of the shipping subsidiary or port, then the storage costs, cargo loss
costs, freight costs and ships construction cost could be decreased, and company
profits will increase. While costs are reduced, companies will have more money to
expand the market or improve the logistics chain, so that enterprises can get greater
competitive advantage.

3.1.3

Unified strategic concept

In practice, some mining companies do not use collectivized logistics process, but
choose to cooperate with professional logistics service providers. In this way,
although the logistics chain is relatively complete, logistics chain development
strategy will be divided into several parts because of different enterprise
development strategies. In this situation, the logistics chain development will be
unbalance, and the operation of logistics chain will be not effective. For example, if
shipping companies make a corporate alliance with other powerful bulk cargo
company, the cooperation between shipping company and other companies will
stand in unimportant place, logistics service of shipping company will face to the
powerful company bulk firstly. In another case, if mining company looking for
expands ocean trade market and shipping company has not enough ocean vessels
because of it just focusing costal transport, mining company development plan may
be affected. This unbalance development strategy will lead logistics efficiency being
affected, and then the development of mining companies will be influenced. Because
of that, company’s competitive advantage will reduce.

3.2 The competitive advantage from the integration of logistics
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chain

In integrated logistics strategy, logistics chain is always integrated. And this
integrated logistics chain will bring more competitive advantage to mining companies
from three aspects.

3.2.1

Integrated with shipping

For most of mining companies, water transport is the necessary logistics way. This
means that the shipping logistics is necessary lines which connecting logistics chain
nodes. So, if mining company wants to build a complete integrated logistics chain, it
needs to get controlling stake of shipping departments. Therefore, as the mining
companies, establishing a shipping subsidiary is good for building integrated logistics
chain. If companies want to reduce investment, it can try to build joint ventures of
shipping with a shipping company, then get controlling stake of the shipping
subsidiary and let the subsidiary obey the Group's strategic.

Having controlling capacity of the shipping, mining company can use information
management system to build high efficiency logistics chain. Because the shipping
subsidiaries can design shipping plan based on the logistics information from
Group's information management system. And vessel position information and
handling information can feed back to the information management system at all
times. Then producing subsidiary and land transport subsidiary and ports can design
working plan in advance. These exchanges of information makes the logistics chain
can be run efficiently.
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In addition, if having the controlling stake of shipping subsidiary, mining company can
make shipping subsidiary's development strategy according to Group development
strategy. More important is that company can choose ships according to their market
and the demand for transport. If the company more focuses on ocean trade, it can
construct or lease ocean vessels. If the company more focuses on coastal trade, it
can construct or lease coastal vessels. If the company more focuses on big quantity
trade, it can construct or lease large vessels. If the company more focuses on little
quantity trade, it can construct or lease small vessels. Choosing ships according to
the demand of trade can help mining company to save broken stowage costs and
ships constructing costs.

If mining enterprises have not shipping subsidiary or have not controlling stake of
shipping subsidiary, their shipping logistics are always affected by shipping
companies’ operating plan. Due to the changes in the cargo volume or the
deployment of vessels, Mining enterprises are often achieved inappropriate vessels
from shipping companies. Moreover, in recent years, standards for ship safety, crew
living and environmental are rising. And some new International vessels provisions
begin to apply. Sometimes the ship cannot be allowed entry in destination port
because the ships of shipping company have not met the standards. If shipping
company provides other available ship to do transport, the logistics chain of mining
company will still be impacted.

So, in the integrated logistics chain, shipping subsidiary is very important. It can bring
more competitive advantage to mining companies.
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3.2.2

Integrated with port

Same as shipping subsidiary, port is also an important logistics chain node. But
different with shipping subsidiary, getting the controlling stake of ports need pay
more money, and the operating of port is more complex.

If the company can control the port, it will have a right to arrange berthing. So, it can
arrange his ships berthing earlier. Even this port can only service to the company’s
ships. Moreover, the port operating information can be uploaded to the Group's
information management system. And the port can make the handling plan in
advance according to the logistics information from the Group's information
management system. At this point, the port as a node will greatly enhance the
efficiency of the logistics chain. Thus, every node of this logistics chain will achieve
more time for business operations rather than waiting. Operating time is increased,
which means the production capacity of company increased. In this situation,
companies can expand the market, and seek more customers.

In addition, achieve the controlling stake of port, mining companies can allocate
handling equipment and yard equipment according to their products demand. For
example, Coal Company can allocate automatic sprinkler system for their coal, and
water can be controlled according to the type of coal. Appropriate devices can handle
the goods better, and then improve the efficiency of cargo turnover at the port.

Therefore, although putting the port in integrated logistics chain should takes a lot of
money and effort, but it will bring more efficiency to the logistics chain, and bring
greater competitive advantage to mining company.
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3.2.3

Integrated profit and unified salary system

In the integrated logistics chain, all the nodes in the logistics chain are under the
management of the Group. So the business profits of subsidiaries will gather to the
Group, and the Group will redistribute the fund. And in the Group, every subsidiary’s
salary system is designed by the Group according to the workload.

The benefit of integrated profit is that remove the interests conflict between the
subsidiaries. Then each subsidiary can concentrate on finishing Group’s plan. In this
way, bargaining time will be saved, so that efficiency of logistics will be improved.
Furthermore, removing the benefit conflict can also enhance the cooperation
between every node of the logistics chain, so that the logistics chain will run smoothly.
In opposite, if there are benefits conflicts between every node of the logistics chain,
they will more focus on price competition. In this way, the logistics costs of mineral
will increase, and the products operating process time will rise.

Thus，integrated profits and uniform salary system can improve operating efficiency
of logistics chain, so that mining company can achieve more competitive advantage.

3.3 The competitive advantage from the information management
system in integrated logistics

Compare with the 1980s vertical logistics integration, integrated logistics strategy is
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very dependent on information technology. Because information management
system is an important tool that making the logistics chain bonding together. And it is
also the key that the Group's managing and controlling logistics chain. Therefore, the
use of information management system is the basement of using collectivized
logistics process and making integrated logistics chain. This means that information
management system is the key to using integrated logistics strategy, so it must bring
competitive advantage to mining company.

The two core functions of information management system will affect logistics chain,
and these functions both can bring competitive advantage to mining company.

3.3.1

The function of Logistics management

One of important function of information management system is monitoring and
managing the logistics process.

In integrated logistics strategy, every parts of the logistics chain upload the logistics
information into the information management system at all time. The Group leaders
can monitor the running of logistics chain and modify the development plan
according to the logistics information. This will helps logistics chain running smoothly,
and correct chain’s operation problems in time, so that improve the efficiency of the
logistics chain.

In addition, if a node of the logistics chain encounters an unexpected situation, the
situation can be promptly reflected in the information management system. Then the
Group leaders and other nodes of the logistics chain can know the situation, and they
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can adjust the logistics processes in time. Thus, information management system
can improves the logistics chain’s response capacity about problem, and help the
Group control the risks.

Thus, using information management systems to monitor and to manage the logistics
process can improve the mining companies’ competitive advantage effectively.

3.3.2

The function of Customer service

Information management systems can improve the quality of customer service in
several ways.

First, because the information management system can record customer information,
so mining companies can know the customer needs based on the customer
information. Then the Group can provide more suitable products to customers. In
addition, complete customer information can bring more convenience to
communication between companies and their customers.

Secondly, the information management system can provide logistics information of
goods. So customers can search the location information of goods from the system
at any time. This service makes customers can designing their production plans in
advance or adjust the production plan in time.

In addition, if there is a situation affecting the running of logistics chain, mining
companies can communicate with customers in time according to customer
information, and customers can adjust production plans based on the information
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which provided by companies.

Therefore, the information management system can make the relationship of mining
companies and customers closer, and let customers to enjoy better service, so that
enhance the competitive advantage of mining companies.
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Chapter Four: The case of Shenhua Group
Corporation Ltd.
Shenhua Group is a large energy enterprises, its main business is the production
and sales of coal. In 2001, Shenhua Group forms a joint venture shipping subsidiary
with China Shipping. In 2010, Shenhua Group achieved the controlling stake of the
shipping subsidiary, so that finished the construction of integrated logistics. Can this
Group obtain more benefits by using this strategy, we will analyze in below.

4.1 Analysis of current market situation

Shenhua’s coals are transported mainly by ships, so the shipping subsidiary is an
important part of its integrated logistics chain. Therefore, author will analyze the
recent shipping and coal market conditions firstly.

4.1.1

The situation of shipping market
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Figure 1 The BDI index

Figure 1 is the BDI index trend from 2008 to 2012. In the middle of 2008, the global
market meets economic crisis, market demand suddenly dropped. The bulk cargo
market began to decline, and freight volume was dropped lower and lower. Due to
the economic boom before the crisis, a large number of shipping companies ordered
new vessels. This led the shipping capacity becoming extreme excess. Therefore,
from the second half of 2008, BDI index dropped significantly, the freight was also
rapid decline. Many shipowners had to operate at a loss.

Table 1 Total orderbook
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Table 2 Dry bulk orderbook and delivery schedule

Table 1 and Table 2 are the Drewry data in 2010.

In Table 1, from 2007 to 2012, bulk vessels delivery quantity is always in a high level.
In Table 2, from 2009 to 2012, a large number of orders delivered, resulting in the
amount of bulk vessels increased relative to 2008. At the same time, an international
oil price was always in high level, and the cargo volume is still shortage. Then bulk
cargo shipping market fall into downturn until today.

4.1.2

The situation of coal market

World coal trade is mainly concentrated in the Asia-Pacific, Europe and North
America, and the volume of trading of Asia-Pacific is the largest. Recent years,
Australia becomes the world's coal export superpower, and its share of global coal
export volume has been reached 30%. And because the transport distances
limitation, Australian coal exports are relatively stable. Recently, due to the
application of shale gas, coal consumption began to declining in North America.
Because of lower export prices, coal production also began to decline in North
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America. The importance of North American coal prices becomes smaller. Therefore,
this thesis chooses the Australian coal price as the international coal price standard.

Figure 2 BJ coal price index

Figure 2 is the BJ coal price index from 2002 to 2012. BJ index is released by a
well-known coal and energy consultancy- Barlow Jonker Pty Ltd. And BJ index is the
Asian market thermal coal spot price index, which reflects the contract price of spot
thermal coal between buyers and sellers. The port of dispatch is the Newcastle port,
Australia. Destination port is uncertain. BJ index is published once a week. It is a
major index of prices which reflects the Australian coal price.

In Figure 2, we can know the price of coal is similar to bulk cargo shipping price. In
the middle of 2008, BJ index had reached its peak. But because of the economic
crisis, it plummeted in the second half of 2008. But the difference with the bulk freight
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is that coal prices meet a rebound in 2010, and it declined again at the beginning of
2012. Recent decline is mainly due to the economic growth of U.S., Europe, Japan
and other developed economies are slow. And the economic growth of the BRIC
countries and other emerging economies are slowdown. The demand for coal in
Europe is decreasing, and the U.S. develops shale gas as the alternative fuels of
coal. So the international coal market becomes depressed. According to analysts'
forecasts, the golden era of coal has ended. In recent years, there will be no
significant increase in coal price.

In summary, in recent years, the bulk cargo shipping prices and coal prices are not
very good. The prices are relatively low and stable. In this situation, both the shipping
companies and the coal companies are hoping to use some strategies to increase
profits.

4.2 The collectivized logistics process of Shenhua Group

Shenhua Group does a good job in collectivized logistics process. It has a number of
railways, and these railways can handle the land transport of the Group's coal.
Moreover, Shenhua Group has its own port- Huanghua Port- in Hebei Province,
China. The port is an important node of the Group’s logistics chain. In 2001, Shenhua
Group forms a joint venture shipping subsidiary with China Shipping. And in 2010,
Shenhua Group achieved the controlling stake of the shipping subsidiary.

This

shipping subsidiary is responsible for transporting Group's coal. When Shenhua
Group obtains the controlling stake of shipping subsidiary, the Group achieved huge
economic benefits.
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4.3 The integration of logistics chain of Shenhua Group

In 2010, the shipping subsidiary was integrated in Shenhua Group’s logistics chain.
This means the Shenhua Group finish the construction of integrated logistics strategy.
Then, Shenhua Group has controlled coal production subsidiary, rail transport
subsidiary, ports and shipping subsidiary. These subsidiaries include every nodes of
coal logistics chain. Even, Shenhua Group also has controlled electric power plant.
But, in this dissertation, we do not count consumer as a node of logistics chain. In
coal trade, electric power plant is seen as the consumer, so we do not analyze plant
parts.

Will the shipping subsidiary was integrated in Shenhua Group’s logistics chain, the
efficiency of logistics of the Group got a big increasing. Shenhua has a complete
information management system. This information management system will make
every logistics chain nodes to link more closely. In practice, when the sales
subsidiary of Shenhua Group receives order, the order information will pass to
production subsidiary in few minutes through the information management system.
Then production subsidiary can arrange the product plan according to the order
information. At the same time, rail subsidiary has ready shipment, and loading work
can be done at the same time with production. When the train is full load, the train will
start its journey from mining area to port. The train will arrive at Huanghua port in 20
hours. And when the train entered into the port, Shenhua’s vessel is always waiting
for loading in berth. After two days of loading operations, the vessel begins to
transport. Under normal circumstances, the vessel can arrive in East China port for
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unloading in three days, and arrive in South China port for unloading in five days.

Therefore, in most cases, after customers place an order, he will receipt of the
Shenhua’s coal cargo in 15 days. Compared to the majority of coal enterprises,
Shenhua Group has a very efficient logistics chain. And the customers will enjoy their
delivery service. Therefore Shenhua Group has more customers who want to enjoy
rapid logistics services.

4.4 The information management system of Shenhua Group

Shenhua Group has a complete information management system. Except for the
information exchange system which building in computer network system, at every
morning, every subsidiary has to participate in video conferencing. In the video
conferencing, every subsidiary should report the performance of the plan and the
problems in the operating to the Group leadership. Then the Group leadership will
adjust some subsidiary’s working plan so that to maintain the logistics chain running
smoothly.

In this way, the logistics chain of Shenhua Group is always maintained a stable and
efficient operation.

4.5 The model analysis

4.5.1

Model introduction
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In order to analyze the economic benefits differences between Shenhua Group
obtained the controlling stake of the subsidiary and not obtained. I assume a
background, and using a trend line prediction function model to analyze.

4.5.2

Model background

The seaborne coal of Shenhua Group coal products is 10million tons in Jan. 2010.
And average monthly growth rate of this amount is 0.6%. Average coal price is
$90/ton. Average handling time is 2 days per voyage. Average duration of voyage is
6.9 days. As a compensation of maintenance time, we will take off 0.1 day per
voyage, as the average compensatory maintenance time. And average monthly
working days is 30 days.

We design Shenhua Group obtained the controlling stake of the shipping subsidiary
in the Jan. 2010. And the core capacity of this shipping subsidiary is 40 bulk vessels.
Every vessel’s DWT is 70 thousands. The average operating cost for each vessel is
$6/ton. The Group wants to have complete proprietary rights of these 40 vessels, so
the Group orders these vessels with shipyard. The manufacture price of per vessel is
$4200, and manufacture period is 1 year. In addition, the Group will lease some 70
thousands DWT vessels to deal with surplus transport task. Average time charter
price is $7/ton. Furthermore, because of the effectiveness of integrated logistics
strategy, Average vessel demurrage time is 0.5 day per voyage. Demurrage is
$50000 per vessel per day. And every vessel need pay operating cost, and the cost
is $6 per day per vessel.

As the compare, we assume another situation. In this situation, total transport tasks
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will be finished by voyage charter vessels. Average voyage charter price is $11/ton.
Because lacking the management of information, average wait berth time is 7 days
per voyage. And because of waiting time, port will take $0.7/ton as the cargo storage
fee.

All the estimate data in this case is based on real data. In order to eliminate the
market changes, the coal prices, voyage charter freight, time charter freight and
demurrage fees and other fee are based on the estimated average value in recent
years.

4.5.3

The formula of Model

In the situation that using integrated logistics strategy,

Total time per voyage= Handling time+ Duration of voyage+ Compensatory
maintenance time+ Demurrage time=2+6.9+0.1+0.5=9.5 days

Necessary amount of vessels= Seaborne coal/ (Monthly working days/ (Total time
per voyage*2)*Average DWT per vessel)

Investment of shipping subsidiary=Vessel price* Amount of core vessels

Transportation by time charter vessel= Seaborne coal-(Amount of core vessels*
Average DWT per vessel* Monthly working days/ (2* Total time per voyage))

Cost of time charter= Transportation by time charter vessel* time charter price
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Demurrage costs=Total vessel amount*(Monthly working days* Demurrage time/
Total time per voyage)* Demurrage

Shipping operating cost = Average operating cost*(Amount of core vessels*
Monthly working days/(2* Total time per voyage))

In the situation that not using integrated logistics strategy,

Total time per voyage= Handling time+ Duration of voyage+ Compensatory
maintenance time+ Demurrage time

Necessary amount of vessels= Seaborne coal/ (Monthly working days/ (Total time
per voyage*2)*Average DWT per vessel)

Demurrage costs=Total vessel amount*(Monthly working days* Demurrage time/
Total time per voyage)* Demurrage

Total storage fee= Seaborne coal* Average storage fee

4.5.4

The figure of model

According the data and formula, we can count the capital amount from Jan.2010 to
Mar.2013
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Table 3 the capital amount with integrated logistics strategy

Table 4 the capital amount with integrated logistics strategy

Table 3 and Table 4 is the capital amount from Jan.2010 to Feb.2011, in the situation
that Shenhua Group has obtained the controlling stake of the shipping subsidiary.
Because the amount of data is very large, so I only intercept the data from Jan.2010
to Feb.2011.

Because of the construction time of the core fleet of shipping subsidiary is 1 year, so
from Jan.2010 to Dec.2010, the number of core fleet of the shipping subsidiary is set
to 0. In Jan.2011 the vessels are delivered, so it is adjusted to 40.

In the Figure,
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Total Earnings= Seaborne coal*Coal price
Total Cost= Investment of shipping subsidiary+ Shipping operating cost+
Transportation by time charter vessel* time charter price + Demurrage costs
Net Earnings = Total Earnings- Total Cost
Total capital is the accumulation of net earnings.

Table 5 the capital amount without integrated logistics strategy

Table 5 is the capital amount from Jan.2010 to Jun.2010, in the situation that
Shenhua Group has not obtained the controlling stake of the shipping subsidiary.
Because the amount of data is very large, so I only intercept the data from Jan.2010
to Jun.2010.

In the Figure,
Total Earnings= Seaborne coal*Coal price
Total Cost= Seaborne coal*Average voyage charter price+ Demurrage costs+ Total
storage fee
Net Earnings = Total Earnings- Total Cost
Total capital is the accumulation of net earnings.
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4.5.5

Model analysis

Figure 3 the line graph of capital accumulation and trend lines

Figure 3 is the line graph based on capital accumulation data which from Jan.2010 to
Mar.2013. According to line graph, I made capital accumulation trend lines of the two
strategies. The type of trend line is the polynomial trend line, because in this type, R2
is 1, so the reliability maximum.
In the Figure 3, the red thick line is the capital accumulation data curves under the
situation that the Group adopts integrated logistics strategy. The blue thick line is the
capital accumulation data curves under the situation that the Group does not adopt
integrated logistics strategy. And, the green thin line is the capital accumulation data
trend line under the situation that the Group does not adopt integrated logistics
strategy. The yellow thin line is the capital accumulation data trend line under the
situation that the Group does not adopt integrated logistics strategy.
The Figure 3 shows, when the Group using the integrated logistics strategy, the
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capital accumulation rate will become higher.
Thus, we can believe that using integrated logistics strategy can help mining
companies to improve profits.

4.6 The analysis of Shenhua Group case

Using integrated logistics strategy, the turnover and net profit of Shenhua Group has
been steadily rising. In the situation that coals prices continually decline, compare to
the first half of 2012 and 2011, Shenhua Group’s coal sales increased 31 million tons.
Relative to the total amount increased 16.2%. Operating income increased 20.3
billion Yuan. Relative to the total amount increased 20.1%. When the shipping
market declined, Shenhua’s shipping subsidiary transports more than 80 million tons
coal in 2011. This let it become one of the few profitable shipping companies in
China.

These increases can reflect the huge competitive advantage of Shenhua Group. And
this competitive advantage is brought by the integrated logistics strategy. Therefore,
the case shows using the integrated logistics strategy can bring competitive
advantages to mining companies.
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Chapter Five: Some problems of integrated
logistics strategy
Enterprises adopting integrated logistics strategies can make logistics activities to
constitute a complete chain. And let all parts of logistics chain forming an organic
whole that every part is closely linked to each other, so that enterprises can develop
steady and rapidly. However, a coin has two sides. Creating a highly integrated
logistics chain will always bring some drawbacks and unavoidable problems which
need to be pay attention and to do prevention. These drawbacks and problems are
mainly concentrated in four areas.

5.1 Fund demand

First, in order to achieve the overall control of the logistics chain, when investing in
core industries, mining enterprise need to try to invest in create a complete logistics
chain. And, for ensure it can control logistics chain effectively, enterprise must have
controlling stake of every major component of the logistics chain. This requires that
companies must have sufficient financial support.

Furthermore, in order to keeps logistics chain running steadily, company must
purchase equipments which have reliable quality. Therefore, in the initial investment
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of logistics chain, the reliability of logistics equipment quality has to become an
important factor. However, the reliable quality equipments are often very expensive.

In addition, the logistics chain maintenance costs are usually higher. In order to
keeping the stable operation of the logistics chain, the regular maintenance of
logistics chain to become day to day work. To do this, companies need to pay the
corresponding cost of human resources. Moreover, in order to balance the
maintenance period, when a part of logistics chain running repair and maintenance,
other sectors will be forced to sync running repair and maintenance, although some
parts are not meet the service life cycle. And in order to obey the entire logistics
chain maintenance requirements, these good parts must be updated in advance, for
avoiding unplanned stop to affect the operation of the logistics chain.

5.2 Complete emergency measures

Because integrated logistics has a feature that having a highly integrated logistics
chain, so if any parts of logistics chain break down or appear some unbalance
operation, it will give a impact to entire logistics chain. Even these breakdown or
unbalance operation will lead to all logistics chain being paralyzed, and will transfer
this stop running from the logistics chain to the core business activities which caused
by industrial stagnation. For mining companies, mining area usually has not large
warehouses for the mineral storage. Therefore, if the logistics chain has running
problem and it caused the backlog of goods in logistics chain, the production of
mining operations may be faced a direct impact.
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Therefore, the enterprise who using integrated logistics strategy, must establish a
sensitive and efficient scheduling system. This system needs not only to constantly
monitor the implementation of the logistics chain, and needs making accurate and
effective decision-making when the logistics chain has changes. In this way, the
entire logistics chain can achieve adjustment program in a very short period of time.
In fact, integrated logistics chain is an organic chain which achieves a continuous
dynamic equilibrium, through continuously command and adjust.

In addition, mining companies also need to prepare a complete and effective
contingency plans. And prepare the perfect adjustment measures for the stable
operation of the logistics chain. Such as arrange the emergency reserve for the most
vulnerable part, and establish alternative solution on key aspects, etc.

5.3 Impact on related industry

When mining companies use the integrated logistics strategy, other related industries
in mineral logistics process will certainly suffer impact. Especially today’s bulk
shipping market is not good, mining enterprises adopt integrated logistics strategy,
bulk shipping market will be faced to further squeezed, that will leading shipping
company being affected.

Thus, the companies who are in relevant industry need to seek joint with mining
enterprises, establishing a subsidiary with jointly funded. The controlling stake and
the strategic decision-making powers of this subsidiary should give to mining
companies. Thus, the mining companies could build the integrated logistics strategy
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model, while save a lot of money. Moreover, the mining companies usually do not
have the relevant experts to build integrated logistics chain. So, establishing
subsidiary with joint funded can bring a lot of professionals to the subsidiary. This
way can reduce the problems caused by unskilled business, and make the logistics
chain running more smoothly.

Besides, for related industry enterprises, they can gain profit from enterprise
cooperation, and they also can increase their competitive advantage by cooperation.
For example, shipping can actively seek to cooperate with mining enterprises, to
create a shipping subsidiary by joint funded. And let this subsidiary to be joined in the
integrated logistics chain of mining companies. Moreover, shipping companies can
also provide professionals and ship resources for the shipping subsidiary, making the
subsidiary more complete. With the continuous development, even shipping
companies can give up to operate the shipping business, but get profit just through
cooperate with the upstream company and provide their own ship and professional
human resources to the upstream enterprises, for helping them to build integrated
logistics chain.

5.4 Monopoly prevented measures

The enterprises who want to adopt integrated logistics strategy need have strong
capital strength. Therefore, if a few strong companies to do enterprise cooperation,
making one of them can build integrated logistics, that may lead to monopoly. And
this monopoly will affect the market. So, government should design more policy to
make market developing healthier, and reduce the monopoly. In Europe, there were
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some professionals notice the vertical logistics integration may bring the monopoly,
so European governments design a lot of policies to prevent monopoly.

However, only for companies, adopt integrated logistics strategy will let them getting
more benefits. In the top 20 of the world’s leading companies for 2012 by Forbes,
apart from the companies who need not logistics in their business, all of them adopt
vertical logistics integration strategy.

So, although integrated logistics strategy may lead to monopoly, it stills a very
effective way to make company having more competitive advantage.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion
Compare to ordinary logistics integration strategy, integrated logistics is that puting
logistics section in enterprise, and making it parallel with the original sales or
production department. Making the enterprise forms a collectivization system. Then,
use the complete and efficient information management system to manage the entire
logistics chain working. This integrated logistics has three characteristics. Logistics
process is collectivized, has an integrated logistics chain, and has excellent
information management system.

Logistics process collectivized, means using the logistics activities that under the
overall control, make the different functional department of enterprise together, form
a group.

In the integrated logistics chain, every business functions subsidiary is the node of
chain, while the logistics activities which provided by logistics subsidiary are cables.
These cables connect every node and let them to form a complete logistics chain. So,
in the whole system, operation part and logistics part supplement each other.

For integrated logistics, using the Internet and database technology to establish a
complete information management system is the key to make logistics chain
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integrated closely. In integrated logistics, a complete information management
system has to manage control four types of information. Basic business data, plan
information, planning and control information, and logistics information. Among these
four kinds of information, logistics information is the core information, because the
purpose of established logistics information management system is mastering and
optimizing the whole logistics process and logistics activities is the embodiment of
company operating.

These characteristics of integrated logistics strategy can take a lot of competitive
advantage to mining enterprise, like making mining companies cargo logistics
activities more efficient, reducing mining companies’ costs that caused by price
competed with service providers at every segment of logistics chain, reducing the
cargo handling costs at every segment of logistics chain. So that can enhance the
profits of mining companies.

However, if mining companies want to use integrated logistics strategy, they need
prepare enough fund, and set out a lot of emergency measures for keeping the
logistics chain in normal operation.

Besides, establishing a joint subsidiary with related industries is a good plan with
mining companies. But, in this way, mining companies have to get the controlling
stake of the subsidiary. In this situation, mining companies can not only reduce the
amount of the initial capital invested, but also can improve the emergency measures
for keeping logistics chain in normal operation, through get professional resources
from related industries companies.
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In addition, because integrated logistics strategy may lead to monopoly, so there
have some policies to limit it. But, if using wisely, logistics strategy will take a lot
competitive advantage to mining companies.

In conclusion, for the mining companies, although ordinary logistics integration model
can bring improvement in enterprise revenue, but if they want to further improve
enterprise competitiveness, collectivized logistics integration strategy is a very good
choice.
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